RH MOTORCYCLES
HANDBUILT BESPOKE MOTORCYCLES

		CONCEPT
Over 40 years ago Yamaha released their XT500 in 1976,
still seen today as one off the most legendary offroad
motorcycles ever produced.
With the modern day factory scrambler trend, we
redesigned and rebuild an Yamaha MT-03 facory stock
roadbike in honour of Yamaha’s first offroad motorcycle,
the legendary XT500.
The earlier models of the Yamaha MT-03 came with a
660cc single cilinder engine, the same engine used in the
XT660 Z and Tenere. These models, as XT’s, are directly
related to the original XT500. This also makes the MT-03
one of the youngest relatives in de XT family tree.
As a naked-roadbike, you could view the MT-03 as the odd
stepbrother of the family.
It takes more than just esthetic changes to re-design a
roadbike into an offroad capable machine, Ofcourse
keeping the original chassis still makes the bike top heavy
at its front end, and will never compare to a dirtbike. But
the concept was to honour the XT by a modern scrambler,
and this worked out great!
After updating the suspention with a full Wilbers set front
and rear, calculating and mounting the right radial
Brembo mastercylinder to match the calipers, making a
custom RVS exhaust with supertrapp mufflers and adding
DNA high flowing filters and a DynoJet Powercommander to get the mixture adjustments right, the bike is more
powerful then ever and has a crispy throttle response to its
new Dynamo throttle assembly.
It brakes as it should, and has an overall better drivability.

To get the right balance between oldskool offroad and the
modern scrambler design, we mounted RVS fenders front
and rear. We kept the front blank for a more retro look
and mounted it on a 80’s inspired offroad/enduro bracket.
Scrambler headlight, XL offroad footpegs, stoneguard, and
Nekken barclamps, bars and grips perfectly fit the offroad
theme. The Miller seat is done in grey suede, as suwde has
better grip characteristics then normal leather.
The stitching is inspired by the nobby tires. The utility
saddle bag just behind the seat is inspired by the bags
introduced on 80’s and early 90’s offroad bikes.
It functions for storing a small toolroll or lock, and also
functions as a passenger seat after fitting a piece of foam
made to fit the bag. The little luggage rack mounts right
over the utility bag and can hold your tent or tarp and
hammock.
We kept the original plastic tank as a nod to modern
enduro bikes, and redesigned and tweeked the 76’ XT500
graphics to fit the tank.
Last but not least the bike comes with a set of Continental
TKC 80 tires to complete the style.
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		FEATURES
-

GPS locator
new Bosch injector
DNA highflow airfilter
DNA crankcase filters
Supertrapp double muffler
custom RVS exhaustsystem
handmade exhaust heatshields
handmade stoneguard
DynoJet Powercommander
NGK racetech spark lead
iridium sparkplug
radial Brembo master cyclinder
CNC Gilles tooling brake lever
CNC foldable racing clutch handle
Domino fast twist throttle
all steelbraided brakelines
Nekker fatbars, clamps and grips
Acewell digital speedo
shaved outer fork legs
front and rear Wilbers suspension
Continetal TKC80 tires
XT500 `76 inspired paintjob
custom black steel classic rear fender
custom stainless steel front fender
scrambler headlight
handmade Miller seat
handmade Miller toolbag
(doubles as passenger seat)
custom luggage rack
classic style numberplates

-

most fun you will ever have around the city

Asking price € 11.500,Can be shipped world wide, or delivered at you door any
where in Europe!
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about RH MOTORCYCLES

www.rhmotorcycles.com

Roy Holtman is the owner and builder of bespoke custom motorcycles at
RH MOTORCYCLES, a motorcycle atelier situated in the Netherlands.
With an education in art and design, and a life long love and passion for
the two wheeled machines, these bikes are built with an eye for detail
and technical support for the true venturer.
Specializing in handbuilt, bespoke, custom motorcycles and parts.
They are passionate about building your next rugged ride.
All work is done in shop, and by a network of specialists.
The signature “ARE AGE” brand logo is a self-deprecating reference to
the Dutch accent when pronouncing the initials of his name.
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